Pupil mimicry promotes trust through the theory-of-mind network
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The human eye can provide powerful insights into the emotions and intentions of others; however, how pupillary changes influence observers’ behavior remains largely unknown. The present fMRI-pupillometry study revealed that when the pupils of interacting partners synchronously dilate, trust is promoted, which suggests that pupil mimicry affilates people. Here we provide evidence that pupil mimicry modulates trust decisions through the activation of the theory-of-mind network (precuneus, temporo-parietal junction, superior temporal sulcus, and medial prefrontal cortex). This network was recruited during pupil-dilation mimicry compared with interactions without mimicry or compared with pupil-constriction mimicry. Furthermore, the level of theory-of-mind engagement was proportional to individual’s susceptibility to pupil-dilation mimicry. These data reveal a fundamental mechanism by which an individual’s pupils trigger neurophysiological responses within an observer: when interacting partners synchronously dilate their pupils, humans come to feel reflections of the inner states of others, which fosters trust formation.

The propensity to trust is essential for individuals to cooperate and for societies to prosper (1, 2). Nevertheless, individuals also need to be equipped with decoding machinery in the brain, which allows them to quickly detect signals of danger (3), refrain from cooperation, and withhold trust (4). Among the many implicit cues that may inform assessments of someone’s trustworthiness, the human eye region stands out as particularly salient and powerful. By contracting the muscles around their eyes and pupils, people communicate messages with affective meanings, such as friendliness or threat (5–8). Intriguingly, in our earlier research we observed that if pupils of partners synchronously dilate, trust is promoted (9–11). Apart from human adults, pupil mimicry has been reported in chimpanzees (12) and young infants (13, 14), which suggests that pupil mimicry may have evolved as a social mechanism to promote empathic bonding with kin and kith. Nevertheless, how pupil mimicry works on a mechanistic level and how it influences decisions of trust remains unclear. Revealing the mechanisms will clarify how pupil mimicry modulates brainwide neural interactions involved in trust formation.

In the literature, two core mechanisms have been proposed that facilitate pupil mimicry. One view suggests that pupil mimicry is controlled by a general “low-level” subcortical mechanism, possibly a direct amygdala-brainstem physiological response that can help people to quickly recognize socially arousing or threatening situations (15–17). In support of this hypothesis, observed pupil sizes are often processed nonconsciously (16, 18, 19), and perceived pupil dilation has been associated with increased amygdala activity (17, 19). Pupil mimicry might also recruit higher-level mechanisms (15). Previous fMRI research in humans and studies in monkeys indicate that the norepinephrine/acetylcholine systems associated with changes in own pupil size extend beyond functions exclusively mediated by the autonomic nervous system to emotion-processing areas (20, 21). Furthermore, neural regions supporting social cognition have been reported to be associated with the mimicry of affective cues (22), including subtle changes in pupil size (16, 18). The intertwined neural circuitry between social cognition and pupillary processes implies that pupil mimicry might serve a social function that extends beyond physiological responses, such as arousal (15). During pupil mimicry, the feedback from the visceral afferent fibers mapped hierarchically in the brain possibly influence cortical areas engaged in subjective feelings and social decisions (21). Another possibility therefore, is that the mimicry of pupil size shapes trust decisions via activation of the theory-of-mind (ToM) network, (expanding above subcortical circuits), which is implicated in prosocial behavior and trust formation. However, to date there is no evidence that directly investigates the engagement of either of these neural mechanisms during pupil mimicry and trust formation.

The present study investigates the neurocognitive link between pupil mimicry and trust; we performed a combined fMRI and pupillometry study during which participants made trust decisions (Fig. 1). During each trial, the pupils of virtual partners dilated, constricted, or remained static over stimulus presentation time, while subjects decided how much money they wanted to invest in their partner, whose eye region was shown. Based on our earlier research (9–11), we predicted that observed pupil dilation would increase participants’ (i) trust and (ii) pupil size and that (iii) pupil mimicry would modulate the effect of the partner’s pupil on trust. Crucially, we hypothesized that if pupil mimicry promotes trust through the theory-of-mind network, bonding, and trust through mimicry.

Significance

Trust is essential for cooperation. To succeed, people need to make trust decisions based on perception and decoding of social signals, such as eye contact. Pupil mimicry, a physiological sign of empathy and trust, might influence social interactions. Here, we provide evidence that pupil mimicry promotes trust through the theory-of-mind network and informs decisions of trust by activating the precuneus. This evolutionary ancient neurophysiological mechanism that is active in human adults, infants, and chimpanzees promotes affiliation, bonding, and trust through mimicry.
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mimicry activates a “threat-related” mechanism, it should engage the amygdala, the frontal pole, and the brainstem nuclei, which orient behavior toward basic survival needs (3). In contrast, if pupil mimicry operates a function similar to more overt emotional expressions, such as body postures or facial expressions, pupil mimicry should activate ToM areas involved in social cognition [precuneus, superior temporal sulcus (STS), temporoparietal junction (TPJ), and medial prefrontal cortex (MFPC)] (23–26). Accordingly, to disentangle these two possible neural pathways underlying pupil mimicry and trust formation, we included two independent localizer tasks to map threat-related and ToM-related neural networks and compared these to the pupil-mimicry pattern. In region-of-interest (ROI) analyses we investigated how pupil-dilation mimicry and pupil-constriction mimicry independently modulate ToM activity and tested which parts of the ToM network most closely associated with participants’ level of trust.

**Results**

**Behavioral and Pupillary Results.** First, we conducted a series of multilevel models (Methods) to test our behavioral predictions. In the first model, we replicated previous findings (9–11), by showing that partners with dilating pupils were trusted more than partners with static pupils [$\beta = 0.19$, SE = 0.05, CI (0.08, 0.30), $P < 0.001$] and partners with constricting pupils were trusted less than partners with static pupils [$\beta = -0.28$, SE = 0.05, CI (−0.38, −0.17), $P < 0.001$]. In the static condition, pupils remained at the same size throughout the trial). In the dilation and constriction conditions, the pupils gradually changed in size over 1,500 ms; and (v) remained static at that size during the final 1,000 ms (in the static condition, pupils remained at the same size throughout the trial).
CI (−0.12, −0.04), P < 0.001] (SI Appendix, Table S2). Third, consistent with prior evidence (9, 11), pupil mimicry modulated trust. Specifically, the interaction between partner pupil size × participant’s own pupil size had a significant effect on trust [F (2, 5,750) = 5.847, P = 0.003]. Pair-wise post hoc comparisons confirmed that when participants mimicked dilating pupils, they trusted their partner more compared with when they did not mimic their partner [β = 0.175, CI (0.02, 0.33), P = 0.027]. Conversely, pupil-constriction mimicry decreased trust levels compared with when constricting pupils were not mimicked [β = −0.173, SE = 0.08, CI (−0.33, −0.02), P = 0.028] (10, 11). Importantly, there was no significant difference in trust when participants’ own pupils dilated compared with constricted during trials where partners’ pupil size remained static (P > 0.05) (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Table S3). Collectively, these behavioral analyses demonstrate that pupil mimicry enhances the effect that partners’ pupils have on trust and support the notion that trust decisions are evaluated through integrating information from partners’ pupils combined with own pupillary responses.

Fig. 2. Behavioral and pupillometry results. (A) The bar plot shows that mean trust-related investments (€) increased in response to partners’ dilating pupil size (n = 40 participants). Error bars indicate ±1 SE. ***P < 0.001 for each factor, pairwise contrasts: dilating pupils vs. static pupils [β = 0.19, CI (0.08, 0.30)] and constricting pupils vs. static pupils [β = −0.28, CI (−0.38, −0.17)]. (B) Participants mimicked partner's pupil sizes: the curves correspond to participants’ mean pupil response from baseline over the remaining of stimulus presentation time (ms), in response to partner’s dilating, static, and constricting pupils. Mean pupil size is depicted in arbitrary values. Shaded areas indicate the 99% CI. (C) The bar plot shows mean investments (€) as a function of partners’ and participants’ pupil size. Error bars indicate ±1 SE. *P < 0.01. Mean investment increases when a participant’s own pupils dilate in response to their partner’s dilating pupils. Pairwise contrast: pupil-dilation mimicry vs. no pupil-dilation mimicry [β = 0.175, CI (0.02, 0.33)]. Mean investment decreases when participants’ pupil constrict in response to their partners’ constricting pupils. Pairwise contrast: pupil-constriction mimicry vs. no pupil-constriction mimicry [β = −0.173, CI (−0.33, −0.02)].

fMRI Results

Neural Correlates of Pupil Mimicry. Having established that the mimicry of subtle affective cues, such as pupil size, influences in part subjective evaluations of others’ trustworthiness, we set out to investigate the neural regions that play a role in pupil mimicry, using the general linear model (GLM). The neural data were extracted 3,000 ms after the onset of the stimuli. This was the time point at which partners’ pupils were maximally dilated or constricted (unless they had remained static) and participants’ own pupils had had sufficient time to adjust to the presentation of the stimulus (9–11). The aim of the first analysis was to detect regions that are highly active during pupil mimicry. To test this, partners’ and participants’ pupillary responses were used as explanatory variables, resulting in the following conditions: pupil-dilation mimicry, pupil-constriction mimicry, no pupil-dilation mimicry, and no pupil-constriction mimicry (Methods). Of key interest was the whole-brain contrast comparing mimicry versus no mimicry trials. Consistent with our hypothesis, the results showed that during pupil mimicry, participants displayed enhanced activation in all key regions of the ToM network: bilateral TPJ [60, −54, 18/−58, −54,
changes may result in a similar ToM activation pattern as seen during pupil mimicry. If true, this would suggest that pupil mimicry is not a prerequisite for enhanced level of ToM activity. We have ruled this out in a control analysis. In the control analysis we compared participants’ neural activity when they saw partners’ pupils dilate or constrict as opposed to staying static. The control analysis showed that without accounting for mimicry, the change in partners’ pupil sizes (both dilation and constriction) was associated with enhanced activity in brain areas known to be involved in biological motion [movement of the eyes, mouth, or hand (31)] and face processing (32), but not in ToM processes (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Tables S8–S10). This shows that changes in a partner’s pupil size, as a subtle form of autonomic expression, do not directly govern neural regions involved in implicit social evaluations. Instead, pupil mimicry is conditional for the engagement of social networks.

ToM ROI Selection. For a more quantitative examination of the effect of pupil mimicry on ToM activation, we incorporated a well-established independent ToM localizer task into our study’s design (25, 33, 34). The task consisted of 20 stories of two different types presented in two different blocks (for examples, see SI Appendix, Table S12). This functional localizer helped us to identify brain regions involved in ToM in individual participants. One subject was excluded from the ROI analysis due to excessive head motion during the ToM localizer task (n = 33 participants). After we defined ToM regions in the individual space (with the use of the ToM localizer), we standardized each participant’s ToM image by subtracting the dichotomized masks from the average activation ToM mask that we obtained by conducting a
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metaanalysis on previous ToM/fMRI studies via Neurosynth (27) (SI Appendix, Table S7). Therefore, the final standardized ToM masks included only those voxels that were activated in the subjects of the present study as well as in the subjects that took part in the previous studies that were included in our metaanalysis (see Fig. 4A for an example of one subject’s ToM mask).

Pupil Mimicry and ToM Activation. Growing evidence suggests that social signals, such as emotional expressions and gaze direction, are automatically encoded in social brain networks (30, 35). Here we build upon these findings by investigating whether pupil mimicry modulates ToM activity, which further impacts on trust. To test this hypothesis, we extracted the parameter estimates of the neural activation from the individualized ToM masks and averaged ToM activation across subjects. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that there was a significant difference in ToM activation across our four experimental conditions [$F(1, 33) = 9.821, P = 0.004$] (Fig. 4B). As expected, the activation was higher when subjects mimicked partners’ pupil size compared with when they did not. Interestingly, this was only the case when subjects mimicked dilating pupils. Follow-up pairwise comparison tests (with Bonferroni correction) revealed that the mimicry of dilating pupils was associated with a significantly greater activation in ToM regions compared with all of the other conditions, including pupil-constriction mimicry [mean difference = $-0.098$, SE = 0.03, CI (0.02, 0.18), $P = 0.005$]. This result suggests that the increase of activity in the ToM network observed on the whole-brain level (Fig. 3) was driven mainly by the mimicry of dilating pupils. These results imply that the ToM activation might be selectively sensitive to a partner’s pupil dilation compared with pupil constriction.

One could think of this as supporting the view that pupil dilation correlates with physiological arousal (36). Considering that pupil dilation is paired with norepinephrine release, accompanied by heightened activity in other brainstem areas (20), it is possible that a participant’s own pupil dilation explained the heightened activity in ToM areas, regardless of whether participants mimicked their partner or not. However, our analysis ruled out this alternative interpretation. Instead, we show that during trials where participants’ own pupils dilated but their partners’ constrained, ToM activity was significantly lower compared with when participants’ mimicked partners’ dilating pupils [mean difference = $-0.113$, SE = 0.03, CI (0.03, 0.19), $P = 0.005$]. Together, these results imply that the mirroring response is conditional for pupil dilation to activate ToM regions.

The second potential issue is regarding individuals’ neural differences in social processing. That is, although ToM has been identified as a key system underlying social cognition (23–25),

---

**Fig. 4.** ROI analyses. (A) Example of one subject’s ToM network mask selection. The ROIs were classified by an independent TOM localizer (blue) as well as by the additional inclusion of ToM masks (yellow), derived from our metaanalyses on previous studies. The overlapping voxels were used as the final mask (red). (B) The bar plot displays the mean parameter estimates averaged across all subjects ($n = 33$ participants) of the neural activation extracted from the individual ToM masks during four experimental conditions (SI Appendix). During pupil-dilation mimicry the ToM percentage signal increase was significantly greater compared with all of the other conditions, including pupil-constriction mimicry [mean difference = $-0.098$, SE = 0.03, CI (0.02, 0.18), $P = 0.005$], no-constriting mimicry [mean difference = $-0.113$, SE = 0.03, CI (0.03, 0.19), $P = 0.005$], and no-dilation mimicry conditions [mean difference = $-0.116$, SE = 0.02, CI (0.05, 0.18), $P < 0.001$]. \*\*\* $P < 0.01$, \*\* $P < 0.001$. Error bars indicate ±1 SE. (C) The scatter plot shows that the same subjects that displayed larger pupil-dilation mimicry index also displayed the greatest increase in ToM percentage signal during pupil-dilation mimicry ($R = 0.47, P < 0.01$).
whether all of our subjects’ engaged ToM areas during mentalizing about other’s intentions is unclear. Therefore, we conducted an additional ROI analysis, indeed showing that pupil mimicry with dilating and constricting pupils modulates subject-specific ToM areas. Finally, a ROI analysis was conducted to investigate whether these social areas relate to trust. We elaborate on these analyses in the sections below.

**Individual Differences in Pupil-Dilation Mimicry Correlate with ToM Activation.** Given that the group analysis revealed that the mimicry of a partner’s dilating pupils is associated with greater ToM activation, we next determined whether a similar relationship was evident across all individuals. That is, we investigated whether an individual’s susceptibility to mimic their partner’s dilating pupils correlated with the average ToM percentage signal increase during pupil-dilation trials. We subtracted each subject’s average pupil size on trials showing a partner with dilating pupils from his/her mean pupil size during trials where their partner’s pupils remained static (Fig. 4C). This difference represented an individual index of pupil-dilation mimicry susceptibility. As expected, the result shows a positive relationship between the pupil-dilation mimicry index and increases in the ToM signal during those trials (Pearson’s R = 0.473, P = 0.005). Importantly, there was no direct association found between an individual’s average pupil size (regardless of partner’s pupil size) and activity in this network (Pearson’s R = 0.029, P = 0.870). This suggests that the susceptibility to mimic a partner’s dilating pupils discriminates people on the basis of their social network engagement.

**Trust and ToM Network.** The final goal of the fMRI experiment was to determine which neural mechanisms were engaged in the pupil mimicry–trust linkage. To that extent, we investigated whether ToM regions that were associated with pupil mimicry were also modulated by trust decisions. To test this prediction, on each trial we used the participant’s level of investment as a regression parameter convolved with the hemodynamic response function to identify the ToM voxels that were most closely correlated with trust (the level of the investment). The higher-level analysis and group-level analysis were performed by averaging the mean activation within and between subjects, without any additional contrasts. We compared the ToM signal against baseline and tested for significance with permutation testing (Methods) (36). As predicted, the results revealed that the level of trust modulated ToM activation, with peak activation in the precuneus [-2, -68, 38] threshold-free cluster enhancement P = 0.04 (Fig. 5), confirming the involvement of the ToM network in the development of trust. This analysis supported the hypothesis that a partner’s pupil dilation drives trust through pupil mimicry and associated neural activation in brain areas related to social cognition.

**Discussion**

In this study, the combination of psychophysiological, behavioral, and neuroimaging data allowed us to disentangle the elusive link between pupil mimicry and trust. Behaviorally, we replicated previous findings by showing that trust is increased when looking into the eyes of a partner with dilating pupils and lowered when looking into the eyes of a partner with constricting pupils (9–11). We further demonstrated that peoples’ pupil sizes mimic those of observed partners and if pupil-dilation mimicry occurs, trust is promoted (9–11). These unprecedented findings already suggested a fundamental link between autonomic pupil mimicry and social cohesion. However, whereas pupil mimicry has now been well-documented (9–14, 16, 18, 19), its function and underlying mechanisms remained largely unknown (15). To test which neural organization facilitates this autonomic form of mimicry, we compared participants’ neural activity when they mimicked versus did not mimic their partner’s pupil size. A whole-brain analysis revealed that the mimicry of pupillary changes was associated with increased activation in the precuneus, TPJ, STS, and MPFC, all of which are key regions of the ToM network (24, 25). Neuroimaging research in humans has identified the ToM network as the basic system that facilitates social understanding (23–25).

ToM areas can be well dissociated from similar, but not entirely overlapping areas involved in empathy (37). Kanske et al. (37) define empathy and ToM as being “affective” and “cognitive” routes to understanding others. The central distinction between empathy and ToM is that empathy refers to the sharing of a sensory, affective, or bodily state (38), while ToM involves both, affective states and the cognitive reasoning about others. On the neural level, empathy and ToM networks largely overlap (e.g., in the precuneus, STS, left TPJ) (36). Nevertheless, empathy is more closely related to activity in the anterior insula and middle anterior cingulate cortex (39, 40), while ToM is associated with activity in the TPJ (37).

It is important to note that areas involved in ToM appear often in the literature on mirror neurons or more broadly on motor theories of social cognition (41, 42). For example, the
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inferior frontal gyrus, parietal areas, and STS are active during grasping and the observation of grasping (43). The current fMRI findings further contribute to this body of research by showing that pupil mimicry induces a neural pattern similar to those found during more explicit forms of mirroring (e.g., motor movement). According to its location in the brain, this evidence fosters the view that mimicry, even on a subtle autonomic level, may enable a route to interpret others' behavior. An additional control analysis revealed that the ToM areas were active only when participants mimicked partners' pupil sizes, but not in response to partners' pupillary changes alone. This finding supports the hypothesis that pupil mimicry is involved in higher-level, social functions as opposed to being a lower-level mechanism restricted to subcortical structures. Although we did not find strong evidence for the involvement of subcortical structures during mimicry, this does not mean that these structures are not involved at all (16). Instead, the current data provide supporting evidence for the view that pupil mimicry extends beyond physiological responses, such as arousal (15, 16, 21), as it also triggers higher neural areas involved in social processing.

To provide more direct evidence for the "social" hypothesis of pupil mimicry, we have built upon previous findings by including a ToM localizer task. This allowed us to map subject-specific ToM regions involved in social processing (the ability to attribute mental states to others). With mimicry masks, we were able to show how pupillary responses to partners' pupils modulated these neural areas. Intriguingly, our ROI analysis demonstrated that the ToM network was significantly more active during pupil-dilation mimicry, compared with pupil-constriction mimicry. This effect was also evident on the individual level, whereby individuals' susceptibility to mimic dilating pupils was proportional to participants' ToM level of engagement. The fact that the ToM network is recruited significantly more during pupil-dilation mimicry compared with pupil-constriction mimicry suggests that the mimicry of dilating pupils is more socially relevant, at least in a relatively narrow to narrow their emotional engagement, as in our current study, in which possibly evolved in and because of group life.

This is important because by knowing that pupil mimicry is involved in healthy social cognition, these data reveal a fundamental neural mechanism by which an individual's pupils trigger neurophysiological responses within an observer. We propose that pupil-dilation mimicry seems to bring interacting partners' neural activity into mutual alignment, creating a joint-pupillary state that may facilitate communicative success. In the future, pupil mimicry might be an especially useful measure for early social deficits because autonomic cues are not likely to be influenced by learning, social norms, or conscious control compared with facial expressions and other overt affective signals. Given that fMRI measures are of a correlational nature, further research using real-life interactions and pupil-mimicry manipulations will be highly valuable to determine the putative causal link between pupil mimicry and trust formation.

Methods Participants. Forty-one healthy, right-handed, Dutch participants without a neurological or psychiatric history and normal or corrected-to-normal vision were recruited for the present experiment. One participant had symptoms of mild depression. We have excluded this participant following our previous work, which suggested that depressed patients process observed pupils differently than healthy controls (11). With excluding this subject, we had a total of 40 participants for behavioral analysis [mean age (±SD) 23.40 (±2.91) y, 21 females, range: 19.5–32.7]. Six participants (three males and three females) were excluded from the fMRI data analysis due to excessive head movements (more than 15 mm in any displacement) or excessive physiological noise (mean age (±SD) 23.5 (±2.78) y, 18 females, range: 19.5–32.7). For two participants, activation was averaged over two instead of three runs because of an insufficient number of eye-tracking data to measure mimicry. Our sample size was motivated by those used in previous studies (9, 16, 19). The experimental procedures were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Behavioral and Social Sciences of the University of Amsterdam. All participants provided informed consent.

Stimuli. The stimulus material consisted of nine female and nine male photos with neutral expressions derived from the validated Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression Set (52). Pictures were standardized in Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems), converted to gray scale, and cropped to reveal only the eye region. Average luminance and contrast were calculated for each picture and then adjusted to the mean. The eyes were then filled with new eye whites and irises, and an artificial pupil was added in Adobe After Effects. After a static presentation of 1,500 ms, the partner's pupil increased (140% of the original size), decreased (60% of the original size), or remained static within the physiological range of 3–7 mm. In all stimuli, the pupils were 5 mm during the first 1,500 ms and then dilated to 7 mm, constricted to 3 mm, or stayed the same (static: 5 mm). In the last second of the stimulus presentation, the pupils were made static again. Thus, 36 stimulus strings (3 pupil types × 18 eye regions) were created. In addition, in Matlab R2013b, Fourier-scrambled images were created from the first frame of each video. These images contained the same low-level features including contrast and...
luminance of the original ones and were presented before the stimulus to reduce the light reflex. Stimuli were viewed on a back-projection screen via a mirror system attached to the MRI head coil.

**Trust-Game Task.** The trust game was first practiced outside of the scanner. When participants correctly answered three practice questions, we moved on to the real experiment. The trust-game experiment used a randomized event-related design. In each of the three runs, all 54 videos were presented in random order. The pupils inside the eyes of the virtual partners dilated, constricted, or remained static over stimulus presentation time; these were the three experimental conditions. A scrambled picture appeared for 4,000 ms and then a fixation cross was presented on top for 500 ms, after which a video showing eyes appeared. One video showed one eye pair with dilating, constricting, or static pupils. After observing each stimulus, the participant was prompted to make an “investment decision ($0 or $6).” The participants then had 2,000 ms to choose 0, 2, 4, or 6 euros; no feedback was provided. The intertrial interval (lasting between 9,300–12,300 ms) was sufficient for the hemodynamic response to return to the baseline.

**Localizer Tasks.** Two localizer tasks were performed using a randomized block design to map ToM and threat-related networks. Both localizers lasted 8.6 min and their order was counterbalanced across participants.

The ToM localizer task was taken from a widely used task to identify brain regions involved in perspective-taking (2). For more details, see SI Appendix, Table S12. Participants were instructed to make a judgment about the truth of the stories presented to them. The stories involved three candidates: one who told the truth, one who lied, and one who both told the truth and lied. The stories were presented in a block design and counterbalanced, starting with either the false-belief or the false-photograph story. These types of stories required the participant to deal with incorrect representations about the world and were therefore matched in their difficulty, logical complexity, and inhibitory demands, but differed in the need to think about someone’s thoughts. Crucially, they differ in building a representation of someone else’s mental state. The amount of words was matched over the two conditions. One story started with a 12-s fixation cross, followed by a 10-s story. After the presentation of the story, the participant was asked whether the story was true or false. The threat-localizer task was designed to be structurally as similar as possible to the ToM localizer and also included 20 stories; however, it presented 10 threatening versus 10 neutral sentences for examples, see SI Appendix, Table S12). The threat localizer was presented in a block design counterbalanced starting with either the threatening or the neutral story. One story started with a 12-s fixation cross, followed by a 10-s long story. After presentation of the story, the participant had 4 s to make the decision whether the story was true or false. The threat and ToM localizers were matched in terms of the number of words they contained. The threat localizer has been validated before usage so that only stories that were very threatening or very neutral were included. The stories were rated for threat sensation on a scale from 0 to 10 (0 being non-threatening, 10 being very threatening) and selected by 14 people out of a list of 15 threatening and 15 nonthreatening stories. Furthermore, only situations that the participants could imagine or were rated as probable were selected. The 10 most threatening stories had an average threatening value of $8.75 \pm 0.73$ with a probability of $0.64 \pm 0.083$. The 10 nonthreatening stories had an average of $0.86 \pm 0.68$, with a probability of $6.94 \pm 0.57$.

**Procedure.** The participants were instructed about the procedure, practiced the trust game, and completed the medical screening 2 d before scanning. Participants filled out a series of questionnaires as a control to ascertain that our participants performed a nine-point calibration of the eye-tracker system. The MRI-compatible EyeLink 1000 Long Range Mount system (SR Research) was placed outside the scanner bore and subjects’ pupils were tracked via the mirror attached to the head coil. For optimal measuring with the eye-tracker, participants did not wear eye make-up. The eye-tracker was calibrated before the start of each run. Pupil pre-processing was done in five steps. (i) Each participant’s pupillary response was measured on a trial-by-trial basis; if a participant’s pupil sizes across two time-samples exceeded 2 SD, the data were identified as outliers and removed from the analysis. (ii) The gaps smaller than 250 ms were interpolated. (iii) We smoothed the data with a 10th-order low-pass Butterworth filter. (iv) The average pupil size 500 ms after offset (the moment the participant looked away, i.e., 1,000–1,500 ms after stimulus onset) served as the baseline and was subtracted from the pupil size during the remaining stimulus presentation (1,500–4,000 ms). Only the final 2.5 s of stimulus presentation was included in the analysis, as from that point on partners’ pupils started to change in size (9–11). (v) Analyses of pupil-related measures included those participants who had less than 50% signal loss during less than half of the trials.

**Behavioral and Pupil Analysis.** Because of the nested structure of the data, multilevel modeling was the most appropriate method to analyze the data (9–11, 59). All behavioral and pupillary data were analyzed using generalized mixed multilevel models in IBM SPSS Statistics (v20). This allowed for the estimation of individual differences by modeling random slopes and intercepts. The multilevel structure was defined by trials (level 1), nested in runs (level 2), nested in participants (level 3). As is common, nonsignificant factors were dropped one by one, starting with the higher-order interactions. Via log-likelihood tests, we determined whether dropping nonsignificant factors improved model fit or significantly worsened it, in which case the non-significant factor was kept. After specifying the fixed effects, model building proceeded with statistical tests of the variances of the random effects.

**Defining Pupil Mimicry.** To investigate the effect of partners’ pupils on the participant’s own pupils, we kept the three-level structure but this time we added time (100-ms time slots) as a repeated factor with a first-order autoregressive covariance structure (AR1) to control for autocorrelation. The factors partners’ pupil sizes in the three conditions—constricting, static, dilating (coded as −1, 0, and 1)—served as predictors. The participants’ own baseline-corrected pupil sizes were used as target variables. Furthermore, three orthogonal polynomials were included to account for linear, quadratic, and cubic trends in the growth curves. A random intercept and random linear, quadratic, and cubic terms accounted for individual differences in the pupil response.

**Eye-tracking Data Acquisition.** Pupil data acquisition was collected concurrently with the fMRI measurements and sampled at 1,000 Hz, with an average spatial resolution of 15–30 mm arc. The MRI-compatible EyeLink 1000 Long Range Mount system (SR Research) was placed outside the scanner bore and subjects’ pupils were tracked via the mirror attached to the head coil. For optimal measuring with the eye-tracker, participants did not wear eye make-up. The eye-tracker was calibrated before the start of each run. Pupil pre-processing was done in five steps. (i) Each participant’s pupillary response was measured on a trial-by-trial basis; if a participant’s pupil sizes across two time-samples exceeded 2 SD, the data were identified as outliers and removed from the analysis. (ii) The gaps smaller than 250 ms were interpolated. (iii) We smoothed the data with a 10th-order low-pass Butterworth filter. (iv) The average pupil size 500 ms after offset (the moment the participant looked away, i.e., 1,000–1,500 ms after stimulus onset) served as the baseline and was subtracted from the pupil size during the remaining stimulus presentation (1,500–4,000 ms). Only the final 2.5 s of stimulus presentation was included in the analysis, as from that point on partners’ pupils started to change in size (9–11). (v) Analyses of pupil-related measures included those participants who had less than 50% signal loss during less than half of the trials.

**Eye-tracking Data Acquisition.** Pupil data acquisition was collected concurrently with the fMRI measurements and sampled at 1,000 Hz, with an average spatial resolution of 15–30 mm arc. The MRI-compatible EyeLink 1000 Long Range Mount system (SR Research) was placed outside the scanner bore and subjects’ pupils were tracked via the mirror attached to the head coil. For optimal measuring with the eye-tracker, participants did not wear eye make-up. The eye-tracker was calibrated before the start of each run. Pupil pre-processing was done in five steps. (i) Each participant’s pupillary response was measured on a trial-by-trial basis; if a participant’s pupil sizes across two time-samples exceeded 2 SD, the data were identified as outliers and removed from the analysis. (ii) The gaps smaller than 250 ms were interpolated. (iii) We smoothed the data with a 10th-order low-pass Butterworth filter. (iv) The average pupil size 500 ms after offset (the moment the participant looked away, i.e., 1,000–1,500 ms after stimulus onset) served as the baseline and was subtracted from the pupil size during the remaining stimulus presentation (1,500–4,000 ms). Only the final 2.5 s of stimulus presentation was included in the analysis, as from that point on partners’ pupils started to change in size (9–11). (v) Analyses of pupil-related measures included those participants who had less than 50% signal loss during less than half of the trials.
the participants’ pupillary behavior. The fixed effects were partners’ pupil size (dilate, constrict, static), mimicry (mimicry, no mimicry), and partners’ pupil size × mimicry. The target was the level of investment.

fMRI Data Acquisition. We collected the fMRI data on a 3.0-T Philips Achieva XT MRI scanner equipped with a standard 32-channel head coil. Structural images were obtained with a gradient-echo-planar T1 sequence T1 turbo field echo, 240 × 188 mm² field-of-view (FOV), comprising a full brain volume of 220 slices (1-mm slice thickness). Volumes were acquired continuously with a repetition time (TR) of 2 s and an echo time (TE) of 3.73 ms [8° flip angle (FA), sagittal orientation]. Next, functional data were collected with T2*-weighted echo planar imaging sequence (2.0 × TR, 27.63 ms TE, 192 × 141.24 mm² FOV, 39 slices, 3.3-mm slice thickness, 76.1° FA, sagittal orientation) covering the whole brain. The fMRI data were analyzed and preprocessed using the fMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT) in FSL v6.0 (Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain Software Library) (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki) on a MacBook Pro (Retina, 15-inch, mid-2015; Mac OS X 10.11.6).

fMRI Data Preprocessing. Preprocessing steps were run ahead of the first-level analysis and included motion correction, spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of full-width at half-maximum (5 mm), and high-pass temporal filtering with a cut-off of 100 s. Voxels belonging to brain tissue were extracted from nonbrain tissue voxels using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET). Data from all runs were realigned to the mean volume of the middle run using a least-squares approach with six-degree rigid spatial transformation.

fMRI Analysis. fMRI data were analyzed using the GLM for event-related designs in FEAT tool in FSL 5.6 (60). All fMRI data were prewhitened, slice-time-corrected, spatially smoothed, motion-corrected, and high-pass-filtered. In the first level analysis, the hemodynamic response to events of each condition was modeled as the main effect by the hemodynamic response function. To correct for motion artifacts, subject-specific realignment parameters were modeled as covariates of no interest. Linear contrasts of regression coefficients (β) values were computed at the run level, averaged at the subject level, and taken to a group-level random-effect analysis, using one-sample t tests. The same steps applied for ROI analysis. Our primary goal was to determine if the ToM network is modulated by mimicry. We analyzed the fMRI data using two main GLMs of blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) responses with first-order autoregression.

GLM 1: Pupil Mimicry. The GLM contained regressors including: (i) pupil-dilation mimicry, (ii) pupil-constriction mimicry, (iii) no pupil-dilation mimicry, (iv) no pupil-constriction mimicry, and (v) static pupil trials. For this GLM we calculated the following first-level single-subject contrasts: pupil-dilation mimicry vs. baseline, pupil-constriction mimicry vs. baseline, no pupil-dilation mimicry vs. baseline, no pupil-constriction mimicry vs. baseline, pupil mimicry > no mimicry (pooling over constriction and dilation mimicry), no mimicry > pupil mimicry.

GLM 2: Partner’s Pupil Change. In a control analysis, we looked for regions that show significant increase in activation in response to changes in partner’s pupil size irrespective of mimicry. The following regressors were used: (i) partner’s pupils dilate, (ii) partner’s pupils constrict, (iii) partner’s pupils stay static. The analysis of main interest was in the whole-brain contrast comparing trials when a partner’s pupil change (dilate/constrict) > stay static. In addition, the following contrasts were examined: partner’s pupils dilate > partner’s pupils stay static, partner’s pupil constrict > partner’s pupil stay static, partner’s pupils dilate > partner’s pupils constrict.

Whole-Brain Analysis. We pooled the fMRI data for each condition across three runs using a second-level (within-subject) fixed-effects analysis. A third-level (across-subject) analysis was performed within mixed-effects (FLAME 1 + 2) analysis in FSL, treating subjects as a random effect. The effect for each experimental condition was calculated with FEAT. Unless otherwise specified, all cortical regions with a height threshold of z = 2.3 and a cluster probability of P < 0.05 were reported. The resulting contrast images were linearly registered to the anatomical structure using FMRIB’s Linear Registration Tool (FLIRT) with 7 degrees-of-freedom and the full search space, then spatially normalized to the T1-weighted Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) -152 stereotaxic space template (2 mm) using FMRIB’s Non-Linear Registration Tool (FNIRT) with 12 degrees-of-freedom and the full search space. Activation maps were overlaid on the MNI 2-mm brain and regions were determined using the Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structural Atlas that accompanies FSL.

ROI Analysis. An additional ROI analysis was performed using Featquery within FSL within subject-specific ToM masks (Fig. 6). First, we functionally defined ROIs. In the false-belief localizer, the GLM conditions were (i) the false belief (ToM) and (ii) false-photograph contrast (neutral). A group analysis was conducted on the false belief > false photograph contrast, providing threshold maps (z = 2.3, P = 0.05). By contrasting these conditions, we localized regions that subjects recruited when they were processing others’ mental states. Within the threat-localizer, the GLM contained the following two regressors: (i) threat and (ii) neutral. A group analysis was conducted on the very threatening > nontreating contrast providing t-maps (z = 2.3, P = 0.05). Contrasting those conditions localizes regions that are recruited during threat. The final ROIs were determined by additional inclusion masks obtained via Neurosynth (27). The masks were derived from a metaanalysis of previous studies displaying brain regions that are consistently active in articles that include the name “theory of mind” and “threat” in the abstract. The final ToM regions were defined in the individual space by subtracting the binarized masks acquired by the localizers (liberal threshold z = 1.5, P = 0.05) from the average activation mask obtained via Neurosynth, in each participant separately. As a result, we created subject-specific ToM inclusion masks in the individual space, which were used for the further ROI analysis. The parameter estimates of the neural activation were extracted from the ROIs for each subject, and averaged across the following four experimental conditions: (i) pupil-dilation mimicry, (ii) pupil-constriction mimicry, (iii) no pupil-dilation mimicry, (iv) no pupil-constriction mimicry. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the ToM activation across conditions with zero determined by the implicit baseline (i.e., whatever is not included in the model). This was followed by pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Fig. 6. ROIs selection example from one subject. The final ToM mask included MNI coordinates mentioned by Saxe and Kanwisher (63). These were [−54, −60, 21] for the left TPJ, [51, −54, 27] for the right TPJ, [−9, −51, 33] for the precuneus, [−57, −27, −12] for the left anterior STS, and [66, −18, −15] for the right anterior STS. All subjects shared activation in threat ROIs: amygdala [24, 2, −20/−22, 0, −22], frontal pole: [−24, 58, 16], brainstem [2, −24, −14]. The background image reflects MNI 2-mm template (0.05 voxel size smoothing kernel).
ToM and Trust. To link ToM activation back to trust behavior, the level of investment on each trial was taken as a regression parameter convolved with the hemodynamic response function to identify the ToM clusters most closely correlated with the level of investment. The higher-level analysis and group-level analyses were performed within the ToM mask by averaging the mean activation within and between subjects, without any additional contrasts. Based on recent work showing parametric neuroimaging analyses to be susceptible to inflated false-positive rates (61), we corrected for multiple comparisons with FSL’s randomize’s threshold-free cluster enhancement (62) with nonparametric permutation testing (5,000 permutations) and a variance smoothing kernel of 5 mm. This method enhances the signal of contiguous voxels that form clusters, but returns voxel-wise P values family-wise error-corrected (FWE-corrected) for the multiple voxels within a ROI. The P values reported in the text are FWE-corrected P values from the minimum voxels in the cluster.

Overview of the Statistical Tests Used for the Analysis of the Neural Data in the Present Study. Parametric tests were used with the assumption of normality of the data not formally tested. This approach is typical in the analysis approaches used for neuroimaging. It is worth noting that, for some key results, we also conducted permutation tests, which do not require normality assumptions regarding the data.
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